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Introduction
The act of making has developed beyond the physical
realm of craft to include the creation of digital forms
and 3D printed objects. This change has resulted in an
ongoing democratisation of 3D software and printing
equipment to the point that any craft maker, armed
with a mobile phone and a free app, can capture,
model, manipulate and print a static object. Where
once craft makers would visit a museum or gallery
seeking inspiration, viewing and sketching pieces in
any given collection, there now exists the technology
to digitally record artefacts in three-dimensions.
Consequently, makers are able to appropriate existing
objects in order to apply their own tools and
techniques to the piece. This practise of (re)crafting
museum pieces raises a number of issues, regarding:
the role of the traditional maker in digital craft; the
relative importance of the outcome; and the
comparative intellectual property rights. 

In order to investigate these issues, I positioned
myself as a dual-practitioner experimenting with
digital technology. At the time, my work traversed both
basket making and public engagement in higher
education. These two very different roles did overlap,
particularly when it came to my approach to learning.
Consequently, I settled on a process focused on
experiential learning and reflection, using Kolb’s
Experiential Learning Theory (ELT) (1984), and Schön’s
theory of the reflective practitioner (1983) to frame
and review my craft practice. This approach involved:
creating context; developing a framework; learning
through concrete experience; engaging in reflective
observation; applying abstract conceptualisation to
make sense of the project; and considering active
experimentation with regard to my future practice.
Having a clear model was important to me because I
had a limited amount of time and few resources. I also
wanted to prevent myself from over-engaging with the
software, in order to remind myself that this was an
initial experiment, not a masterwork.

In May 2014, I set myself a three-week timescale to
investigate the practice and pitfalls of interpreting a
Japanese bamboo basket from the Victoria and Albert
Museum (V&A) collection, using Autodesk 123D®. It
was some years since I had engaged with 3D
modelling software, so I hoped my earlier exposure to
Autodesk AutoCAD® would enable me to master this
new programme with some ease. At the time of the
project I was also working as the Public Engagement
Co-ordinator, School of Law, Queen Mary University of
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Abstract

In May 2014 the author, a practising basket maker and public
engagement professional, attempted to use free 3D scanning
software to interpret a Japanese bamboo basket from the Victoria
and Albert Museum collection. She chose to work with Autodesk
123D® in order to scan and model the basket, before printing the
resulting object on a MakerBot Replicator® printer. 
The author used experiential learning and reflection theories to frame
the process and review her practice. She also explored issues
regarding: the role of the traditional maker in the digital craft; the
relative importance of the outcome; and the comparative intellectual
property rights. This project was a journey in pursuit of a creative
aspiration based on uncertain premises.
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London (QMUL), which gave me access to resources
and contacts not necessarily open to other basket
makers. In this higher education context, I also
regularly applied theories of experiential learning and
reflection to my work with students, academics and
business development partners. 

As a public engagement professional and practising
basket maker, I had high aspirations based on existing
experience and my understanding of materials, form
and pattern making. Needless to say, the resulting
object was not an aesthetic success. However, the
journey provided me with a valuable insight into the
limitations of my skill-set, the parameters of the
software, and the possibilities inherent in 3D printing.

Context: Basketry and 3D technology
I used the Oxford English Dictionary to define digital as
‘involving or relating to the use of computer
technology’ (2014a) and craft as ‘an activity involving
skill in making things by hand’ (2014b). So, digital craft
could be viewed as a marriage of tools – the hand and
the computer. In this context the role of the craft
maker expands to include making in the digital realm,
resulting in the exploration of new technologies, skills
and materials. 

However, these opportunities are yet to be
investigated by basket makers in any large numbers.
This raises questions regarding the skill-set and
outlook of basket makers, for as McCulloch concludes,
in Abstracting Craft: The practiced digital hand, the
possibilities for craft lie not in the digital, but in the
attitude of the crafts person (1997, p. 272). Tim Ingold,
in, On Weaving a Basket, goes so far as to say that all
makers should look to weaving as a model. This could
not only reveal a new view of basketry, but of all
skilled, form-generating practices (2011, p. 339). So,
long before May 2014, I began thinking about how I, a
basket maker, could experiment with digital craft. I was
influenced by two other projects: a collaboration
involving the Museum of New Zealand Te Papa
Tongarewa, Victoria University of Wellington’s 3D
Production Initiative and the Weta Workshop; and the
work of Amit Zoran, Post-Doctoral Associate, Fluid-
Interfaces Group, Massachusetts Institute of
Technology (MIT) Media Lab, who has developed
hybrid basketry/3D printed prototypes. 

In late 2013, I visited Wellington, New Zealand,
where I spent a week researching Māori basketry at Te
Papa. In one of my conversations with Martin Lewis
(Liaison Librarian), I mentioned my interest in learning
more about digital craft. He said, ‘why don’t you look at
what’s going on here’. Te Papa, Victoria University and
Weta were in the process of documenting museum
pieces using stereoscopic cameras, namely the ‘Genus
Hurricane Rig’. As you would expect, this was not a
simple exercise. Stereoscopic 3D or Stereo 3D
essentially relies on multiple cameras mocking the
interocular separation of the human eye to CGI model
objects and environments (Victoria University of
Wellington, 2013). This particular collaborative project

realised digital objects of exceptional quality,
particularly with regard to surface representation. As a
basket maker witnessing this technology really excited
me, because I could see the potential to manipulate
these models to incorporate basket weaving. However,
the Rig is a specialist piece of film production
equipment, of which I have no real experience. I
sought to find examples of work based on technology I
was more familiar with – AutoCAD®. 

Amit Zoran, MIT Media Lab, has explored the
divergent realms of digital technology and hand-hewn
craft, with the intention of positioning the digital as
the producer of control and efficacy, while the hand
operates as the maker of cultural and creative
expression (Zoran, 2013a). He has completed a number
of projects traversing technology and craft, but it was
his paper ‘Hybrid Basketry’ (Zoran, 2013b), and
associated prototypes that interested me, not least
because Zoran is amongst only a handful of people
working specifically with 3D digital technology and
traditional basketry.1

In 2011, Zoran visited Maun, Botswana where he
learnt basket weaving from a traditional maker, Thitaku
Kusonya (Image 1). Zoran found that Kusonya’s work
was influenced by her dreams of pattern, alongside
local traditions and materials (2013b, p. 325). Having
investigated her creative and cultural expression, he
set about analysing and transforming weaving
algorithms that were based on the work of Zubin
Khabazi in ‘Generative Algorithms – Concepts and
Experiments’ (2010). 
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1. Ueno Masao, a

Japanese basket maker

and architect, has worked

with 3D modelling

software, and the

architect Shigeru Ban has

referenced traditional

basket making in his

buildings, but there are

few others who recognise

both the traditional craft

and the 3D technology.

Image 1:

Thitaku Kusonya and

friend, Maun, Botswana,

2011. Photo: Amit Zoran.

Image 2:

Zoran at work, with

examples of the

prototypes. 

Photo: Amit Zoran.

Image 1

Image 2
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Khabazi has created a useful how-to-guide to textile
weaving in Computer Aided Design (CAD) spaces. As a
result, Zoran created a number of hybrid prototypes,
made of printed nylon, reeds, jute and canvas rope. The
printed nylon elements were produced via a selective
3D laser-sintering process to form the frame of the
basket. Separate layers of natural material were then
woven in to strengthen the frame (Image 2). I value his
work for three reasons: 1. they are structurally sound; 2.
they aesthetically pleasing; and 3. they draw upon the
work of a traditional basket maker. 

Framework: Experience is everything
In an effort to draw together my own practice-based
and professional worlds, I turned to my teaching and
learning experience to create a framework for the
project. Kolb’s Experiential Learning Theory (ELT)
(1984), and Schön’s theory of the reflective practitioner
(1983) emphasise the crucial role experience and
reflection play in the learning process. This has
particular resonance in craft practice, where much
learning is tacit and perfected over time. 

Vince & Reynolds reinforce this view of cyclical
learning in their paper ‘Organising Reflection’ (2004).
They describe Kolb’s theory as a process in which ideas
are not fixed, but are instead formed and reformed
through experience (ibid, p. 2). This belief is evident in
his most widely used theory, the Experiential Learning
Cycle (Image 3). This is a holistic model that begins
with concrete experience, moves through reflective
observation to abstract conceptualisation, and active
experimentation, then around again. In following this
cycle, the craft maker acts as both student and teacher,
engaged in a round of learning and instruction,
resulting in the continual pursuit of skills, insight,
fulfillment and knowledge.

Certainly, this is a brief description of Kolb’s theory
and there are many variations and adaptations
available today. For the purposes of this project, I
chose to follow the cycle and align this with Schön’s
work in developing the idea of the reflective
practitioner (1983). Again, Vince and Reynolds review
Schön’s theory, highlighting the tacit element involved
in learning. Schön formulated his view on design in
terms of reflective activity, particularly reflective
practice, reflection-in-action and knowing-in-action.
When a craft maker reflects in and/or on their practice,
the objects of that reflection are as varied as the kinds
of experience that came before and after making
(2004, pp. 2–3). 

In essence, the craft maker’s unique view is central to
the reflective process and has a bearing on the relative
importance of the outcome. I chose Kolb’s and Schön’s
theories to reinforce and communicate my own belief:
that understanding is cyclical, and that through varied
states of reflection experience can be acquired, applied
and refined to elevate the acts of learning and making.
This practice is a key aspect of lifelong learning, which
is akin to mastering a craft.

Concrete Experience: A play at (re)crafting basketry  
With this framework firmly in my mind, plus Zoran’s 3D
project, and the surface resolution quality of the Te
Papa scans not far behind, I sought my own concrete
experience; I wanted to be actively involved from the
outset. I was aware that the two projects I admired
were achieved with the best technology available. I
resolved to do what I could, within certain parameters. 

The project had to be completed in three weeks.
Taking my job commitments into account, the software
had to be free to download and use on a device that I
already owned, and it had to be supported by a user
community who could help if the need arose. 

With this in mind, I investigated several options that
included the Trimensional 3D Scanner for iPhone (n.d.)
and various self-build options (Cornish, 2013).
Eventually, I chose Autodesk 123D® (2014a) because: it
had achieved a stable release on 21 April 2014;2

included a range of specialist apps that facilitate 3D
sculpting and printing; it had a range of online
tutorials; the user forum was well populated; there
were already examples of scanned baskets in the
object library (2014b); and, ashamedly, I also liked the
instructional video, (it looked so easy). 

I downloaded the app, Autodesk 123D Catch®, and
viewed the online tutorials. The first tutorial explained
that the capture process involved taking at least 20
photos around the static object, followed by 20 from
above (you could take up to 70 photos in total). You
could then load these into the app and it would build a
model with a photorealistic surface. At this point it
discussed the option of importing the model into the
Autodesk 123D Design® and Autodesk MeshMixer®
apps to repair the mesh, manipulate it, and prepare the
piece for printing. 

I then looked through the object library, which
included a number of baskets of differing quality.
However, I wanted to apply the software to a museum
piece, partly because I wanted to engage with
museums, but also because Japanese bamboo
basketry is the focus of my upcoming PhD. 

Before beginning, I emailed Mr Jonathan Griffiths,
BA (Oxon) MA, Solicitor, Reader in Intellectual Property
Law, School of Law, QMUL, regarding the intellectual
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Kolb‘s Experiential

Learning Cycle

(1984).

2. A stable software

release is ready for

widespread use,

because its

behavior,

functionality and

specifications are

finalised. This is not

to say that it will not

require security fixes

and bug patches

(Rutter, 2010). 
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property rights relative to appropriating a piece of
Japanese bamboo basketry. He advised that any
museum basket may be protected, potentially by
copyright or design law. This protection could extend
to uses in a different medium, including scanning
software, and to its use in a variant form, where
adapted in 3D modelling software. This could be an
issue if the basket was made by a living maker. 

Even where the basket designer was dead,
protection could persist for a long time (the duration of
copyright, in particular, could be up to 70 years post-
death) (J. Griffith, 2014). Considering Jonathan’s advice,
I looked over the Autodesk 123D® copyright
information. There is no obvious notice regarding the
legality of scanning the work of another, however
there is a policy regarding ‘Notice and Procedure for
Making Claims of Copyright Infringement’, Legal
Notices & Trademarks (Autodesk, 2014c). Anyone who
feels their copyright has been infringed can make a
complaint. Also, in section ‘2.1 Your Content is Yours’,
A360 Terms of Service (updated. 3/2013) (Autodesk
2014d), the onus is placed on the user (the person who
scans the object) to obtain copyright pursuant to their
particular jurisdiction, which of course meant I was
solely responsible for meeting the intellectual property
requirements of the project.

I then sent introductory emails to a number of V&A
curators and also made contact with a QMUL colleague
doing a project at the Geffrye. I got lucky, Xiochin Lee
and Rosalie Kim, assistant curators at the V&A offered
to let me select a Japanese bamboo basket from their
storage collection. I chose a multi-layered, complex
weave, nineteenth Century bamboo basket by an
unknown maker (Image 4). I confirmed that the
copyright for this piece belonged to the V&A. 

It was a fragile little basket. It was made available to
me on a small trolley in a narrow storeroom corridor, so
I had some difficulty getting the full 360° photos. As
you would expect, it was on white tissue paper, which
meant that 123D Catch® had difficulty registering
anchor points related to each face of the basket. As I
wanted to abstract the final piece, I hoped that the
software would still be able to build a working model. I
uploaded my 70 photos into 123D Catch® and got a
number of variations (Image 5). 

The first one, Portion, was basic due to the poor
capture process. Basket, Basket_2, Basket_2a, Basket_4
and Basket_5 were all fragments, which I quite liked.
However, the app did process a quality surface image,
which is somewhat misleading as the capture is not
necessarily reflective of the printed form.
Unfortunately, none of the captures registered the
spaces between the weave, which was disappointing
as this was the best quality of this basket. 

I chose Basket_2 as it had a distinct handle, the most
interesting surface area, and was small and light
weight, which was important when calculating the
cost of printing. I converted it to a mesh in 123D
Design® (Image 6). This revealed some of the weave
and indentations. It looked like a bone, which I really

liked, particularly in the context of using a museum
piece. I then imported it into MeshMixer®, in which I
identified and repaired holes, and altered the surface
finish (Image 7). 

Finally, I exported the file to STL (STereoLithography)
format for printing and was able to preview the piece.
Through the Autodesk 3D Hubs® service I found a local
designer who could print it on a MakerBot Replicator®
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Image 4: 

V&A basket, multiple

views. Images taken

with the permission

of V&A.

Image 5: 

Fragment variations,

Autodesk 123D

Catch®. Screenshot

reprinted with the

permission of

Autodesk®, Inc.

Image 6: 

Mesh manipulation,

Autodesk 123D

Design®. Screenshot

reprinted with the

permission of

Autodesk®, Inc.

Image 7: 

Mesh repair and

manipulation,

Autodesk 123D

Design®. Screenshot

reprinted with the

permission of

Autodesk®, Inc.

Image 4

Image 5

Image 6

Image 7
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printer for me: Felix, from E8 Makes in Hackney Studios.
Image 8 shows the piece in production; the
undercarriage is made up of scaffolding, which I
removed post print. It was difficult to reconcile the
amount of plastic used, particularly as this was not a
functional piece but a simple representation of a
valued artefact. Image 9 shows the outcome – my little
lump of coal. I did attempt to manipulate the piece; I
wanted to weave into it with bamboo, but I found that
the plastic melted and discoloured when using a
jewellery drill and file. I could have polished it, however
I would have lost a lot of the surface quality and I liked
the lines, they were almost sedimentary,
topographical. My little lump is not particularly
elegant, nor is it refined, especially when you place it
next to the original, but it is very much a result of the
process and my experience. 

Reflective Observation: Stepping back from 
the action
It is challenging to engage in reflective observation,
without indulging those feelings that dominated the
process. I did not enjoy executing this project. In the
moment, my sense of frustration was great. Upon
reflection this feeling was elevated by other factors,
rather than by the specific process. Any leap of faith
requires a can-do attitude: the belief that applying
tenacity and ingenuity will bring reward. I approached
this experience with a sense of optimism, and in many
ways this tactic opened doors for me; several of the
academics, technologists and museum professionals I
contacted were genuinely interested in the project and
in my long-term ambitions. I did struggle to find digital
experts with whom to engage and as a result I felt
somewhat alone in my exploration.3 At first, working

with Autodesk 123D® was exciting, but I was
disappointed when the anticipated results did not
materialise. The software contained bugs, which meant
it crashed regularly. My skills were not as advanced as I
had hoped. As a maker I felt very detached from the
material, a fact that markedly reduced my enjoyment
of the process. The timescale did prevent many of
these negative feelings from becoming all consuming.
As an exercise, this was a worthwhile experience. In the
cycle of learning it was very much a first step.

Abstract Conceptualisation: Making sense of 
the action
Applying abstract conceptualisation to the experience
revealed one clear point of learning: whilst I can
appreciate 3D scanning apps and printers as tools, it is
now obvious to me that they must operate within a
range of options, or the outcome risks being just
another piece of plastic. As such, I still find myself
questioning the worth of producing just such a piece,
particularly when the original artefact was so attractive. 

At times, it seems as if the marketing around 3D
scanning and printing is aimed at promoting rapid
reproductions or personal effigies – hobbyist
endeavours. It is also widely acknowledged that the
software needs of creative practitioners vary from
those of engineers, scientists and mathematicians, but
the bulk of CAD programmes are developed for the
technical professions (Reas & McWilliams, 2010, p.21). 

This situation provides craft makers with an
opportunity to prove the functionality and possibilities
of the software and the tools, but it does take time. If I
am honest, I expected the tools to work for me more – I
am the master of my iPhone, iPad and laptop. So-
much-so that I forgot to craft my relationship with 3D
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Image 8: 

Printing in

progress.

Image 9:

Printed outcome,

my little lump of

coal.
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had been delayed in
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commercial 3D
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bunny.
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scanning and printing. Certainly, my final piece was not
what I had hoped, but the process forced me to
persevere and be resourceful. I learnt a great deal. This
reinforced my belief in the integral importance of
relationships to experiential learning and craft making. 

Active Experimentation: Putting it into practice
Contending with feelings of frustration and
detachment is not such a bad thing, particularly when
approaching active experimentation. As a result of my
experience, I will put into practice a number of
changes aimed at getting the most out of my
collaborative relationships, Autodesk 123D Design®
and 3D printing equipment. 

At present, I think both tools are best suited to
preparing components – pieces or frames – to be
integrated with traditional basket making. It may be
difficult to isolate and scan these pieces in the museum
context, but therein lies the challenge. Reflecting on
this experience also highlighted that working with
digital technology requires layering and play to achieve
a unique outcome. This also extends to my relationship
with museums; in future, I will make a series of visits to
the V&A, rather than one, and explore and enjoy the
object first. I will also make specific requests regarding
the preparation and display of the basket before I arrive,
so I can adequately capture the static object. As Sennett
discusses in The Craftsman, craft makers should know
how to play, rather than focussing on the need to
produce the ultimate work (2009, pp. 272-273). After all,
play is the missing link between concrete experience
and reflective observation.

Conclusion
This experience was challenging and at times felt
thwarted, but the strict time scale and project
framework set reasonable perimeters, which drove me
forward. My professional role in higher education
enabled me to frame my experience and to access and
interest academics and technicians across different
disciplines. Although the outcome was far from
successful in an aesthetic sense, it resulted in a wealth
of learning, which led me to places and fostered
relationships I would otherwise have passed by. This
correlation between experiential learning, reflection,
making and relationships lies at the heart of my
practice as a basket maker. 

My initial creative aspirations were based on
uncertain premises; the software, which inevitably
affected the outcome. I overestimated my digital skills,
the printing materials and my ability to control the
museum environment. However, now, I am more aware
of the intellectual property issues that come into play
as I move freely through public collections, virtual
libraries and the internet. As I embark on my PhD, it is
time to develop a new a concrete experience in
(re)crafting basketry.
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